Leadership in Employment for
People with Intellectual Disabilities
Making progress toward real jobs for
people who are likely to be excluded
from genuine participation in the labor
market because of intellectual disability
means crossing the threshold from an
approach to service that aspires to
occupy people’s time in a protected, (&
pleasant) setting and learning to function
in a new space, where the aim is to
discover & support satisfying ways for
people to earn a proper wage in an
ordinary job. This move calls for
principled, creative leadership.
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Why work? (according to People First members)
To make money
To do or make something useful & interesting
To be part of a good company
To learn new things
To put some shape in your day
To do the same things as any other adults
To meet some people
To be more independent
To stop for a drink after work (just one)

The Myth of Ineducability
People can’t learn to be productive
& successful at work

The Curse of Certainty
Professionals can reliably predict who is
employable & what situations present
unmanageable risk.

The Myth of Unacceptability
Employers & co-workers can’t learn
to accept & support people with
disabilities.

40 Years of Accomplishment Shows That
People can work at typical tasks
People can work in ordinary workplaces
People can work individually in ordinary
And
workplaces
apparent
Co-workers & employers can help people impairments
succeed
are poor
People can work in individually meaningful predictors
jobs
People can be self-employed
People & allies
Employers can customize jobs
Congregate day services are not necessary
Employers &
co-workers

Assistants &
innovators

In 2002 the
last remaining
sheltered
workshop in
Vermont
closed after 35
years of
operation.
www.apse.org/documents/
summer2006FINAL.pdf

What It Takes To Make Progress
Relentless commitment to real jobs
Insane expectations of our capacity to overcome
barriers & solve problems
Sustained investment over time
Personal & organizational responsibility
Deep & painful inquiry into coherence
of values & action

40 Years of Accomplishment, BUT
Unemployment, underemployment rates from 55%75% among people with disabilities, always higher
among people with ID.
> 30% of adults served by DD system employed in
community workplaces
Many fewer working full time, acquiring benefits,
earning a living wage
Employment supports are decreasing vs increases in
day programs & “community experience”
Transition rates from work preparation programs
>2% per year

Some people are stuck in “work experience” that offers…
A turn at placement in a job developed (& perhaps funded) to
provide many people “work experience” rather than one person
a chance to discover what works for them at work
Little if any connection to the person’s job interests & no
meaningful way to inform a career plan
Few hours work for a limited time, regardless of person’s desire
Little or no prospect of further employment after the work
experience
Limited if any adjustments or systematic instruction customized
to individual impairments (so limited access for people with
severe disability
Low or even no pay on the same terms & scale as other
employees (or interns)
Risk of stigma: being seen as “unable” or “inferior” because the
request is for “work experience” rather than a real job

Work experience can be like a ride on a carousel: it may be
enjoyable, but you have to wait in line for it, it doesn’t last
too long, and you finish up where you started. This is great
for an amusement but not so good as a way to get a real
job that suits who you are. Sometimes what happens next
is that you stand in line for another carousel ride instead
of getting on with your life.

Is it because people choose not to work?
Alberto Megliori (2007)* interviewed
210 adults with ID
185 family members or caregivers
224 staff members
from 19 sheltered workshops

* www.apse.org/documents/falladvance2006.pdf

Person would prefer to work in community
integrated employment

People with ID

86%

Family members/
caregivers

73%

Day program staff

71%
Megliori (2007)

Has anyone ever encouraged the person to
pursue community integrated employment?

People with ID

54% yes

Family members/
caregivers

60% yes

Day program staff

40% yes
Megliori (2007)

Experience with jobs outside the workshop
More than one work
experience

14%

One paid work
experience

20%

No paid work
experience

66%
Megliori (2007)

Family/ caregiver concerns
Transportation

69%

Safety

69%

Long-term placement

66%

Convenience of work hours

59%

Retention of benefits

57%

Work skills requirements

55%

Social environment

55%
Megliori (2007)

Mindset Matters
One straightforward leadership practice is to greatly
improve the chances of success by consciously adopting
a growth mindset. Dweck’s research demonstrates that
this apparently simple perspective shift has great
leverage to improve performance.
It matters to employment for at least two reasons: 1) it
encourages us to see people’s capacities as open to
development with sustained effort; 2) it discourages us
from framing issues we could learn to improve as
completely out of our control. If we follow Professor
Dweck’s advice we’ll say, “How can we deal more
effectively with family concerns?” not “Families are
opposed.”

Professor Carol Dweck
www-psych.stanford.edu/~dweck/

www.stanfordalumni.org/news/magazine/2007/marapr/features/dweck.html

We may think of employers as unwilling to hire.
This fixed mindset understanding traps us.
Let’s consider…
…choosing a growth mindset & setting to work learning how we can
make at least some progress, starting with how we frame the question
…signs that some influential people are awake to the contribution
people with ID can make (business people are far more influential with
business people than service people can ever be)
…the possibility that we are doing things that turn employers off (e.g.
selling subsidies may send a message that people are inferior workers
who will bring increased government involvement in the workplace).
…what research has shown us is most effective
…the possibilities in re-arranging incentives
…the power of commitment

…starting with how we frame the question
Michael Callahan points out that we may misguide ourselves when we think of ourselves as
looking for existing jobs in which people with very substantial disabilities can compete. We have
more options when we think of ourselves as negotiators of opportunities for contribution.

From
“How do
people with
significant
impairments
compete for
jobs?

To
“How many ways can we
negotiate a customized
job by offering employers
discrete contributions
that relate to specific
work-place needs?”

Of course, many people with ID who are unemployed or underemployed are capable of
working “competitively” as long as they have access to reasonable adjustments and good
instruction. Customized employment is for those people many now think of as “too disabled to
every work”.

…look for & build on signs of awakening to the
contribution of people with ID

Bestselling management
authors

www.apse.org/documents/falladvance2006.pdf

…what research shows is more
effective, for example:
David Mank & colleagues tracked
Individualized Competitive Employment
for 450 people assisted by 13 agencies

Mank, D., Cioffi, A., and Yovanoff, P. (2000). Direct
support in supported employment and its relation to job
typicalness, coworker involvement, and employment
outcomes. Mental Retardation, 38(6), 506-516.
Mank, D. M., Cioffi, A. R., & Yovanoff, P. (1999). The
impact of coworker involvement with supported
employees on wage and integration outcomes. Mental
Retardation, 37(5), 383-394.
Mank, D., Cioffi, A., & Yovanoff, P. (1998). Employment
outcomes for people with more severe disabilities.
Mental Retardation 36(3), 205-216.
Mank, D., Cioffi, A., & Yovanoff, P. (1997). Analysis of
the typicalness of supported employment jobs, natural
supports, and wage and integration outcomes. Mental
Retardation, 35(3), 185-197.
Mank, D., Cioffi, A., & Yovanoff, P. (1997). Patterns of
support for employees with severe disabilities. Mental
Retardation, 35(6), 433-447

Overall, more severe disability predicts that you …

…earn less
…have fewer interactions with non-disabled
co-workers
…have less access to work
…have jobs seen as less desirable

Overall, more severe disability predicts poor quality

But
In a sub-group of agencies, people with similar,
substantial needs for assistance…

…earn more
…have more interaction
…at better quality jobs

Combined practices that predict better quality for people
with more severe disabilities

•
•
•
•

More typical path to work
More typical work conditions
Fewer hours of staff support and more co-worker
support
Immediate informal co-worker training & available
active consultation

…look at our own performance information
Which way of organizing service offer people the best
opportunity to earn?
Range of Monthly Earnings

Range $
People

Specialized
Industry

Group
Employment

Individual
Employment

$0–700

$20-1,470

$160–4,380

459

153

568

King County, WA 07/02

Distribution of Monthly Earnings

<$500
$501-1,000
$1,001-1,500

Specialized
Industry

Group
Employment

Individual
Employment

447

104

120

12

46

160

3

154

$1,501-2,000

91

$2,001-2,500

33

$2,501-3,000

8

>3,000

2
King County WA 07/02

…possibilities in re-arranging incentives

An Ohio pilot project paid Employment Agents
on commission. In the first year:
28 people got jobs with 26 employers
People earned $3.30 for every dollar invested
in the project
For every dollar paid to an Employment
Agent, people earned $20.37 in wages.

www.ddc.ohio.gov/pub/EmployBro.pdf

The power of commitment

Supports to maintain gainful employment in
integrated settings in the community shall be the
primary service option for working age adults.

Supports to maintain gainful employment in
integrated settings in the community shall be the
primary service option for working age adults.
25 years to prepare the ground
Significant tension with current reality
For a case study on the groundwork put in place before this policy was formulated, see www.communityinclusion.org/
article.php?article_id=140&staff_id=2

Laying a strong foundation in debate over the meaning of values statements.
(Skeptical) parents & family members as leaders
Organize business leaders & raise the profile (“Sort Bill Gate’s mail”)
Include everyone in the goal. Invest in people with substantial needs for
support.
Government & unions as early adopter of naturally supported employment
Partner with schools to generate job outcomes (Goal: everyone graduates
with a real job.)
Partner with more generic workforce initiatives, but don’t give up an active
role & ultimate responsibility for those who do not have good outcomes
Develop new roles & new expertise to deal with arising issues (e.g. Benefits
Analyst, Personal Agent)
Address family concerns forthrightly

